REGISTRIES IN ACCOUNTABLE CARE: WHITE PAPER


Introduction

Patient registries, when properly designed and conducted, can provide unique insights into real-world clinical practice and quality of care, assist in care delivery and coordination, and support quality improvement. A patient registry is defined as “…an organized system that uses observational study methods to collect uniform data (clinical and other) to evaluate specified outcomes for a population defined by a particular disease, condition, or exposure, and that serves one or more predetermined scientific, clinical, or policy purposes.” While many registries are designed to fulfill research purposes, registries have also proven useful for tracking patients with specific conditions, identifying gaps in care, and measuring both short- and long-term patient outcomes.

With their ability to focus on specific populations and adapt to changing requirements, registries can be powerful tools to support accountable care organizations (ACOs), as well as other organizations participating in accountable care arrangements. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) defines ACOs as “health care providers, who come together voluntarily to give coordinated high quality care to their Medicare patients… [ensuring] that patients, especially the chronically ill, get the right care at the right time, while avoiding unnecessary duplication of services and preventing medical errors.” Many types of organizations, including hospital systems, physician groups, and integrated delivery systems, are working to deliver accountable care by integrating new payment models. These payment models generally focus on three separate aims originally described by the Institute for Health Improvement: 1) improving the patient experience of care; 2) improving the health of populations; and 3) reducing the per capita cost of health care. At least two experts predicted that by 2020, a majority of reimbursement for hospitals will be through ACOs and other risk-sharing arrangements.

To meet these aims, ACOs and other organizations participating in accountable care arrangements must be able to combine clinical and financial data with analytic capabilities. Registries provide an approach to integrate data from multiple sources (both data collected for other purposes and data collected primarily for the registry) and facilitate the use of these data to segment the patient population into appropriate cohorts, conduct risk stratification, and generate the types of actionable information necessary to achieve the goals of accountable care. Registries that track patient outcomes – in particular long-term and/or patient-reported outcomes – and registries that provide benchmarking capabilities on regional, national, or international levels have great potential for helping ACOs and other organizations improve performance.

This paper provides a brief overview of accountable care arrangements and then describes the role of registries in supporting the goals of accountable care, considerations for developing and operating an accountable care registry, and trends that may affect the use of these types of registries in the near future.
Role of Registries in Accountable Care

Types of Accountable Care Arrangements

Accountable care arrangements represent a variety of different partnerships between health care organizations, payers, and providers designed to improve care coordination and individual patient experience, improve health outcomes, and reduce health care expenses. Table 1 describes the widely recognized accountable care arrangements currently in existence, although variations in these arrangements and models continue to be developed as organizations and payers strive to transition to value-based care.

Table 1. Types of Accountable Care Arrangements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Accountable Care Arrangement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Pioneer ACOs</td>
<td>An initiative of the Centers for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Services’ Center for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) designed to test an alternative payment method. A limited number of care delivery systems were selected by CMMI to participate in the Pioneer ACO Program based on demonstrated experience providing patient-centric, integrated care. The demonstration began on January 1, 2012, and during the first two years organizations that met quality goals and achieved a specified level of cost savings received a shared savings payment. Starting in year three of the program, some organizations elected to move towards population-based payments and capitation. Participating organizations also were required to develop risk-sharing arrangements with commercial insurance payers such that greater than 50 percent of the organization’s revenue will eventually be derived from alternative payment methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) ACOs</td>
<td>A permanent Medicare program mandated by the Affordable Care Act offering a pathway for groups of health care providers to become ACOs. To achieve shared savings, participating organizations must submit data on 33 quality measures and reduce overall spending by more than 2 percent from a pre-defined benchmark. MSSP ACOs can choose between one-sided and two-sided risk arrangements. In the one-sided risk arrangement, an ACO can receive shared savings but is not responsible for paying Medicare if total costs exceed the benchmark. In the two-sided risk arrangement, the ACO has the potential to receive a higher amount of shared savings, but the ACO must pay Medicare if costs are higher than a set benchmark. The Advance Payment (AP) ACO Model provides a select group of MSSP-eligible providers start-up funding to support necessary infrastructure and care coordination work. The AP ACO Model is tailored for physician-based and rural providers.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial ACO</td>
<td>Many shared savings arrangements exist between provider organizations and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ On December 8, 2014, CMS issued proposed rules for 2015, which include modifications to the regulations governing the MSSP that, among other changes, entail the addition, clarification, and revision of the beneficiary assignment algorithm, expansion of the kinds of beneficiary identifiable data that would be provided to MSSP ACOs in various reports, and the addition of or changes to policies to encourage more widespread ACO participation in risk-based models. See http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-12-08/pdf/2014-28388.pdf.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Accountable Care Arrangement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrangements</td>
<td>commercial insurance companies. Each commercial insurer has its own policies and rules for quality measures and cost savings that must be met in order to receive shared savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed Care Arrangements</td>
<td>Managed care organizations receive a per-member-per-month fee to assume responsibility for total cost of care for patients. Managed care arrangements exist within Medicare, Medicaid and commercial insurance companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundled Payment Arrangements</td>
<td>Bundled payments entail reimbursement to health care providers and larger organizations including providers for expected costs of specific episodes of care over time. Bundled payments represent an intermediary payment model between fee-for-service and capitation (i.e., full risk arrangements).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple types of organizations participate in accountable care arrangements. For example, the Medicare Pioneer ACOs are typically large, integrated systems, several of which participated in prior CMS demonstration programs. In comparison, organizations participating in the Medicare Shared Savings Program range from integrated delivery systems that include hospitals, primary care providers, and specialists to physician-led organizations that only include primary care providers who work in the outpatient setting. Commercial ACO, managed care, and bundled payment arrangements also include multiple types of organizations.

**Registries vs. Other Approaches**

A central goal of accountable care arrangements is to improve the overall health of the population covered within a given arrangement. To achieve this goal, organizations typically leverage multiple sources of clinical and financial data to identify gaps in care, track improvement efforts, and monitor the covered population. Three common approaches to using these data to improve performance are electronic health record (EHR) systems, data warehouses, and patient registries.

EHR systems are transactional systems designed to document patient care. These systems contain detailed clinical data about patient care and may be useful for understanding treatment patterns, identifying gaps in care, and providing decision support tools at the point of care. However, EHRs do not contain all of the information necessary to support efforts to improve patient experience and population health. For example, EHRs often do not contain data on patient-reported outcomes or information on issues important to patients, such as ability to return to work.

Paper-based systems present a greater challenge. Data must be manually abstracted into an electronic system or data transfer application using an agreed upon format which can be subsequently imported into the registry and/or EHR. This can be an expensive process, although many practices that continue to depend on paper medical charts have billing software with claims data that can provide a portion of the needed data elements to facilitate care coordination.

Many organizations that are participating in accountable care arrangements are using more than one EHR system; for example, a hospital may use an inpatient EHR system, while the physician groups affiliated with the hospital use different ambulatory EHR systems. The use of multiple
EHR systems, sometimes in combination with paper-based systems, makes it difficult to track populations with specific conditions or gaps in care across one organization, and even more so when multiple organizations are involved.

A logical solution for multiple EHR systems is to utilize a health information exchange (HIE) if a functional one exists. This assumes that the HIE was established with the agreement to share data for analysis and not just for treatment or coordination of care. In the absence of a fully functional HIE, an entity must negotiate data sharing agreements and ensure patients have given permission to transfer their data to another institution. Data formats must be agreed upon using a common standard for exchanging health care information electronically such as Consolidated-Clinical Document Architecture (C-CDA) or, the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) specification, an alternative standard drafted in 2012 in support of electronic health information exchange.

A data warehouse is another option for supporting the goals of accountable care. It comprises an end-to-end solution for extracting data from primary sources to providing query and reporting capabilities. Many health care organizations are adopting data warehouse and business intelligence technologies in the quest to become data-driven providers. However, a system-wide data warehouse likely emphasizes the ability to produce broad operational or financial reports for the organization as a whole with potentially different data requirements than those of accountable care entities. While a data warehouse is typically designed to help analyze and report on data from disparate sources, it may be insufficient for addressing all of the data needs of an accountable care initiative.

In contrast to EHR systems and data warehouses, dedicated registries allow the accountable care initiative to focus on its own data requirements for quality and operational metrics and provide a platform for data mining of the population of interest. Registries offer a vital means of tracking key characteristics of these populations that need to be monitored in order for the organization and its care teams to ensure an entire population (sometimes without regard to health status) is getting the care needed to keep them as healthy as possible. Even prior to the rise in accountable care arrangements, some organizations used disease- and condition-specific registries for clinical care and management of specific patients. As the organizations have evolved their focus towards population health under accountable care arrangements, these existing registries are sometimes incorporated into a larger suite of accountable care tools. Registries are being used to both target interventions for population and care management, as well as to support quality measurement and monitoring and to help control or reduce the costs of doing so. In addition, registries are particularly useful in organizations with multiple EHR systems, where the registry can overlay the EHR systems as a single repository for both the subset of data extracted from the EHRs and other systems and the primary data collected for the purpose of the registry.

HIEs can provide an opportunity to obtain information on ACO patients who receive care from providers, hospitals and emergency departments (EDs) outside of the ACO provider network. This requires both syntactic interoperability (the ability to exchange data) and semantic interoperability (the ability to understand the exchanged data). At least two conditions must be present to use HIEs successfully in an ACO registry. The first condition is that the HIE agreement between provider organizations must include not only use of the data for treatment but also use of the data for the registry. Second, the data need to feed seamlessly into the registry.
This means that the registry should accept data in the C-CDA format (or in the future, FHIR specification). Alternatively, the data must be transferred to the receiving provider’s EHR and then extracted to the registry with other EHR data on that patient. An ongoing challenge for HIEs is patient matching which entails ensuring that the patient for whom the data is requested matches the patient in the registry. Given the absence of a national patient matching strategy, individual provider and institution-level matching strategies will continue to be the norm.6

Goals of Registries in Accountable Care

Within the context of accountable care, registries are typically defined by a population that has been attributed to a particular provider organization for the purposes of accountability for cost and quality, whether for a given episode of care or all care required to keep a defined population healthy. These registries are used to identify gaps in care, such as screening services that have not been provided but would be appropriate for a given population, or monitoring of a clinical condition that should occur and where a patient has yet to come in for care. These registries sometimes include financial information on patients, specifically; payer claims data, unlike research or public health registries. Accountable care registries often focus on a specific population within a cohort that receives most of their care from one health system so that interventions and measures can be consistently applied by participating providers. The following sections discuss specific goals of registries in accountable care.

Population and Care Management

Accountable care arrangements address health management for whole populations, including those who are healthy, those with chronic diseases, and those at high risk for complications. The literature suggests that registries are a key element of an information technology strategy for population health management. In a 2010 paper from AHRQ, the authors state that “having access to an EHR or registry increases the likelihood that practices are performing the functionalities” of population health management. Specifically, the authors note that widespread adoption of population health management requires “technological innovations; greater availability of usable data.”7 A recent report identified several steps in population health management that could be informed by the information generated by a registry, including: 1) identifying subpopulations of interest; 2) examining detailed characteristics of identified subpopulations; 3) creating reminders for patients and providers; and 4) tracking performance measures.8 The first three of these steps are described below, while tracking performance measures is discussed in the following section.

Because of the wide range of patients included in accountable care arrangements, the ability to identify and actively manage subpopulations is of critical importance. Organizations participating in accountable care arrangements, in their pursuit of efficient and improved care delivery and population health management, can use registry data to identify specific patients in a given population who would benefit from additional clinical services or care coordination services. For example, Bon Secours Medical Group, a multispecialty group practice of over 600 providers that is part of a multi-state health system that includes hospitals and long-term care facilities, is an ACO participating in the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP), as well as in accountable care arrangements with commercial payers. The group uses multiple registries to manage patient care, with a particular focus on patient care after hospital discharge or ED visits.
to prevent avoidable readmissions and inappropriate ED use. Patients are segmented into registries by diagnoses, such as chronic heart failure, acute myocardial infarction, and pneumonia, and the group maintains a high-risk registry for complex patients. Through use of the registries as well as other initiatives, the group has reduced readmission rates to 2.08 percent in the past two years.\(^9\) Bon Secours’ five long-term care facilities contributed to the lowering of readmissions, reducing their hospital readmission rate by 22 percent over the prior year.\(^{10,11}\)

Examining subpopulations such as those with multiple conditions and expensive treatments is another key function of patient registries. Crystal Run Healthcare, an independent multi-specialty group practice with over 300 providers based in New York, uses a registry to support care coordination efforts for complex patients, such as those who are repeatedly readmitted to the hospital or those who are frequent utilizers of emergency department services. Because the entire practice uses a single EHR system, the registry can take data directly from the EHR and combine it with claims data for reporting and care management purposes. The registry offers the ability for the organization to analyze data at the provider level, as well as examine each provider’s patient panel to identify patients for care coordination or follow-up. Follow-up efforts include care coordinators making home visits for patients recently discharged from acute care settings, as well as arranging for follow-up appointments with patients with complex care needs. The organization has achieved a lower cost of care, which was within the Medicare minimum savings rate, and decreased inpatient utilization in the first 21 months of participation in the MSSP.\(^12\)

Registries may be particularly useful for management of patients with complex care needs. In a paper from The Commonwealth Fund, the authors define the concept of complex care management as, “programs in which specially trained, multidisciplinary teams coordinate closely with primary care teams to meet the needs of patients with multiple chronic conditions or advanced illness, many of whom face social or economic barriers in accessing services.” The report implies the need for a registry that not only includes data on previous health care utilization by high cost patients but also data from comprehensive health assessments and behavioral and social factors to support care management for these types of patients.\(^13\)

The creation of reminders for providers and patients is another aspect of population health management, and more specifically, care management, that can be facilitated through the use of patient registries. Clinical guidelines can be used as the basis for automated reminder systems that prompt providers and patients when a visit, exam, or procedure is due. Several studies have documented the effectiveness of reminder systems for reducing missed visits, improving medication adherence, and increasing rates of immunization. For example, a recent study found that automated text message appointment reminders improved the likelihood of patients attending scheduled outpatient follow-up visits after an ED discharge.\(^{14}\) A 2014 study found that automated telephone reminders improved adherence with once-daily glaucoma medications,\(^{15}\) while a systematic review found that reminder systems increase adherence for patients taking asthma medications.\(^{16}\) Reminders are also useful for increasing immunization rates; one study found that automated text message reminders were associated with increased influenza vaccination among pregnant women,\(^{17}\) while findings from one study support the use of text message reminders to improve human papillomavirus vaccine series completion rates.\(^{18}\) As is evident in these examples, reminders may be sent to patients in multiple modes (e.g., email, text, telephone, mail), the choice of which may depend on patient preferences and/or available contact information.
Registry Use in Monitoring Quality Metrics

Accountable care arrangements and payer contracts typically include specific performance measures, including measurements of quality of care. For example, CMS established 33 quality metrics\(^2\) to help gauge Pioneer and MSSP ACO performance and outcomes. These measures span four domains: Patient/Caregiver Experience, Care Coordination/Patient Safety, Preventive Health, and At-Risk Populations, the last of which consists of five measures and two composites: diabetes, hypertension, ischemic vascular disease, heart failure and coronary artery disease.\(^19\)

The diabetes measure is a single measure plus a composite of five measures and the coronary artery disease metric is a composite consisting of two measures.

Commercial payers also have uniquely-defined metrics, again including quality of care, focusing on their specific populations of interest. For example, commercial ACO arrangements may address pediatric quality metrics, whereas Medicare does not cover this population. Even measures that address the same clinical area (e.g., 30-day readmission for heart failure) may be defined differently for different payers. These discrepancies in measures and their definitions place additional financial and logistical burdens on health care delivery organizations to maintain informatics, analytics systems and multiple registries to meet reporting requirements. There is a clear need for harmonization of measures, as discussed in the ‘Future Role of Registries within Accountable Care’ section below.

To enable monitoring these quality metrics, registries can be used to collect key clinical variables that describe the numerator and denominator of given quality metrics as defined by CMS or other payers. Reporting capabilities within the registry may allow the organization to track progress on the quality metrics in between reporting periods.

Controlling Costs and Improving Efficiency

Considerations surrounding efficiency include minimizing instances in which patients over- and under-utilize health care. Accountable care arrangements are intended to provide for better coordination between providers and across settings, which can facilitate reductions in redundant and unnecessary care and improve the efficiency of care delivery. In addition, the registries, if updated at least daily, can provide a view into the patient’s current status and care plan, thereby helping both primary care and specialist providers coordinate the patient’s care and develop a more comprehensive care plan.

Registry use in accountable care can offer a view of the population for a group of providers to focus resources on patients who need them the most to improve their health status. For instance, prioritizing patients for invasive procedures can be based on disease status rather than scheduling availability. In a Health Affairs blog, the authors state that ACOs assume that ED utilization and inpatient stays will drop when compared to non-ACO members. They also suggest that, an ACO may implement efficiencies such as same day scheduling for all patients; so for these high

---

\(^{2}\) CMS added four new claims-based measures to the existing 33 quality measure set for Medicare ACOs through the ACO quality performance standard finalized with the 2015 Physician Fee Schedule (PFS) Final Rule (November 2014). See http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/sharedsavingsprogram/Quality_Measures_Standards.html.
performing ACOs, it is better to manage the MSSP with their commercial shared savings contracts to reap benefits for all patients under these arrangements.  

Tests and procedures for specific conditions do not need to be repeated when the data on each patient are available to the provider through EHR systems and registries, thereby increasing system efficiencies and eliminating redundancies. In addition, through registries, providers can be benchmarked for their utilization of tests and procedures as a means to educate on and encourage more cost efficient behaviors. Improving efficiency and quality can have a substantial impact on costs, as demonstrated by Intermountain Healthcare in Utah, a system with 22 hospitals and a medical group with more than 185 physician clinics. Intermountain leveraged electronic health data to measure, analyze, and provide feedback to clinicians about clinical variations and outcomes. Using process metrics, the system was able to reduce costs and improve clinical outcomes across a number of areas, including obstetrics and acute respiratory distress.

Designing Accountable Care Registries

Designing an accountable care registry to meet the goals described in the previous section will require following the steps outlined in the section on ‘Creating Registries’ in the AHRQ registries guide. This section describes best practices for planning and designing a registry, as well as selecting data elements, incorporating other data sources, and collecting patient-reported outcome measures. When moving through these steps, designers of accountable care registries should consider several factors unique to these types of registries.

Registry Purpose and Objectives

Developing a new patient registry for an ACO can be daunting. One of the first steps is to clearly state the purpose and objectives of the registry. Accountable care registries may fulfill multiple purposes for an organization. To be effective and cost-efficient, these registries must fit within the workflow of the organization, meaning that they provide actionable information and do not duplicate the output of other systems. Registry developers need to design these registries anticipating change, from a governance, funding and information technology perspective, as accountable care arrangements evolve. Further, it is critical to assess which function(s) the registry will play within the health system, in comparison to other existing systems. Clearly stating the purpose and objectives of the registry, as well as the value proposition for the registry at the outset will enable the registry developers to focus on collecting the most relevant data and generating useful reports. For instance, care coordination staff often need working lists of patients who are likely to be at high risk without follow-up. Examples may include daily reports on patients discharged from a hospital within the past week with diagnoses at high risk for readmission or lists of patients within the practice who are diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes but have not had a recent HbA1c or eye exam. These lists can be used to identify patients that require follow up by care coordinators or a primary care team member.

Registry Stakeholders

As part of defining the purpose and objectives of an accountable care registry, it is important to identify and involve the stakeholders of the proposed registry. The stakeholder group may be large and diverse, particularly if the registry is intended to meet multiple needs within the organization. Identifying and incorporating feedback from stakeholders throughout the process
will help ensure that the resulting registry is feasible and meets the needs of these stakeholders. Ongoing collaboration can also help encourage provider use of and support for the registry.

The Cleveland Clinic Health System, a large multi-specialty academic medical center with over 3,000 physicians and scientists, recently used a stakeholder-driven process to design and build a registry for monitoring the initial 33 measures required by the CMS ACO initiatives. To develop the registry, Cleveland Clinic organized a large stakeholder group, including representatives from information technology, quality, primary care, finance, and analytics that worked together over an 18-month period to develop definitions for the measures and attribution models. The stakeholder group also developed data governance and change management standards and procedures. As noted by the registry developers, the success of the technical development of the registry was completely dependent on early collaboration with clinical providers and strong leadership from the administrative and clinical leadership teams.\(^{22}\)

**Patient Cohorts**

Accountable care arrangements typically focus on subsets, or cohorts, of patients, such as patients with specific diseases or risk factors, which must be clearly defined during the registry design phase. Cohorts of patients can be defined from within the larger patient population based on specific population health objectives and interventions (such as specific disease management programs or care management of patients with multiple chronic conditions). Often, a patient cohort is defined by the presence of a chronic disease such as diabetes or heart disease. A cohort can also be defined by procedures, including orthopedic procedures for risk-based commercial contracts that pay for short-term outcomes or episodes of care including surgery, rehabilitation and homecare. High utilizer cohorts may be defined as a subset within these larger cohorts, such as patients with frequent admissions or ED use or other high cost care.\(^{13}\)

**Patient Segmentation**

Patient segmentation refers to the process of using population health registries to select specific groups of patients with common characteristics. The goal of segmenting patients by cohort is to then provide such patients specific interventions if needed (including, but not limited to, home monitoring, diabetes education, and access to care managers and health coaches). The ability to execute queries on patient registries and identify particular patient cohorts is essential for organizations seeking to provide high quality care to an entire population. Examples include identifying all patients with chronic heart failure who have had two or more hospital admissions in the past six months or patients with diabetes with an HbA1c of greater than nine who are not taking insulin. Once identified, those patients can be enrolled in a home-based heart failure management program or scheduled for visits with a diabetes pharmacist or educator. The more specific the patient cohort, the more targeted of an intervention the organization can deploy.

The first step in population health interventions is often the identification of a specific patient cohort for whom a given intervention would help improve their health, quality of care, patient experience and potentially control per capita health expenditures. In accountable care arrangements, areas of focus for an organization are frequently influenced by payer performance metrics associated with managing conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, and lung disease, especially chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. However, a cohort could also encompass
disease categories by focusing on high utilization or risk scores. For instance, the Sutter Care Coordination Program defines a complex patient by any one of these factors: unplanned readmission within 30 days, two or more admissions in the past year, two or more ED visits in the past year, seven or more medications, or three or more chronic conditions.\textsuperscript{13} Some cohorts may be determined by a specific risk score based on these types of factors or more advanced stages of a chronic condition, such as, uncontrolled hypertension or Stage 2 or 3 chronic kidney disease. In identifying a cohort based on a chronic condition, it is not prudent to use a single laboratory value or test result as the sole determining factor. For instance, to determine advanced chronic kidney disease, two Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) results confirming the diagnosis are recommended.\textsuperscript{23}

While chronic disease state is the most common criteria for cohort definition, demographics can also play a role. Age can be a factor, particularly for Medicare ACOs. Geographic characteristics such as limiting a cohort to a specific city or region, urban versus rural, or even census track can be important for some organizations that are limiting their population by location of their patients or estimated socio-economic status which is closely linked to social determinants of health. Patient segmentation can also occur by insurance type as larger health systems may be working under multiple accountable care arrangements and contracts.

\textbf{Risk Stratification}

Risk stratification of patients is key to success in managing a population. Risk stratification differs from patient segmentation in that patient segmentation may include defining groups by variables other than risk including demographics and treatment types. The data required to generate these risk estimates is highly dependent on how risk is defined. Risk can refer to generic outcome measures such as overall payer spend (e.g., per member per month) or mortality. Risk may also refer to more specific outcomes such as risk of 30- or 90-day readmission, ED utilization, or medication noncompliance. It is important that organizations working towards accountable care determine what risk they are attempting to manage in their initial phase of operation prior to building a registry. Risk can be defined initially by using historical data from the defined patient population and categorizing patients by risk level. For instance, one report posits three levels of utilization risk: the low risk patient, the rising-risk patient and the high-risk patient.\textsuperscript{24} Rising risk refers to patients who have multiple risk factors that could elevate them into the high cost category if unaddressed. Some organizations choose to focus on the rising-risk patients anticipating that they will have a greater ability to change this group's behavior and outcomes.

Numerous proprietary algorithms to identify high risk and high cost patients exist.\textsuperscript{25} One example of a non-proprietary predictive model is the Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Risk Groups (ACGs). This model uses a five-step process to develop Resource Utilization Bands and Reference Concurrent Weights for the elderly and non-elderly and decision trees.\textsuperscript{26}

Publicly available analytic algorithms also exist. The CMS Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCCs), developed with Medicare and Medicaid data, are used to create predictive ratios and categorize beneficiaries into deciles and percentiles of predicted annualized expenditures. The HCC model includes comparison tables showing predictive ratios for body system or disease group categories, such as End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). The Charlson Comorbidity Index is
another publicly available algorithm that takes into account major chronic conditions and age to create a score or probability. It has been well validated and used widely in studies of chronic disease.\(^\text{27}\)

These predictive models and data points enable the organizations focusing on accountable care to evaluate risk and manage it more effectively.

**Data Elements**

An early step in registry development is identifying a basic set of data elements, consistent with the purpose and objectives of the patient registry. The numerators and denominators of quality metrics identified by the accountable care team or its payers often will drive the data elements to be collected in a registry designed to support accountable care goals.

The National Quality Measures Clearinghouse (NQMC) has a Domain Framework that can assist in selecting data elements for a registry to ensure the availability of numerators and denominators for quality measures. The organization divides measures related to health into delivery measures and population health measures. For delivery, they include clinical quality measures, related health care delivery measures and clinical efficiency measures. For population health, NQMC includes population health quality measures, related population health measures and population health efficiency measures. For discrete data elements, such as laboratory results, data can be collected longitudinally but also selected to be included in measures by specific time intervals. Clinical observations may be recorded as the presence or absence or degree of a symptom and these observations need to be recorded at the point of care as discrete data elements (i.e., field-defined) rather than within clinical notes or narrative.

In addition to quality measures, efficiency measures are often important for accountable care organizations. Data elements for efficiency measures typically include health care utilization, such as, admissions, readmissions, and ED visits. Other utilization and delivery of care data elements can include frequency of tests and procedures, transitions in care, homecare services and prescription activity.\(^\text{28}\) Payer spend data, reported as paid claims, can also be used as a broader measure of efficiency and can be useful to include as registry elements and categories.

While the basic data set for registries may focus on data elements for specific measures, data that trigger alerts (reminders) for providers as part of clinical decision support (CDS) can also be included in registries. Organizations managing accountable care arrangements can utilize data to identify workflow and daily alerts on high risk patients or procedures by generating daily reports on the patient population. “Increased sophistication around data element ‘attributes’ is needed so CDS systems can assign, alert and suggest actions for responsible entities to take.” Care planning can also determine data and interoperability standards; this could include patient diagnosis, orders (interventions, services, procedures) and care goals (patient and provider-specific outcomes, and actual outcomes).\(^\text{29}\)

Organizations focusing on accountable care, whether they are ACOs or other entities trying to implement bundled payments, have acknowledged the importance of monitoring patient engagement and patient-reported data in reaching their quality and cost goals.\(^\text{30}\) Measurement of patient engagement and patient-reported outcomes can provide valuable information to enable
more effective identification of patients in need of additional support and ensure that population health registries remain patient-centric. The Patient Activation Measure is the most widely studied and validated instrument for measurement of patient engagement with medical care, and research has shown that patients with higher activation scores have lower health care costs than those who are less engaged in their care. Other data sometimes available within the category of patient engagement include data from remote monitoring devices, patient accessing a patient portal (including their own data), patient health status questionnaires, and online patient education.

Examples of patient-reported data include surveying patients regarding their pain and mobility following knee-replacement surgery or monitoring patients with depression via a validated instrument such as the Patient Health Questionnaire-9. Integrating the results of these surveys into population health registries can allow clinicians and care managers to better track outcomes that are important to patients. Operationally, such surveys can be conducted in person, in a clinic waiting room, over the telephone, via mail, or electronically through use of a secure website, when conducted with patients who are not cognitively impaired. Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are a subset of patient-reported data that may be collected as part of a registry. Validated PROs are available for many condition areas and should be selected based on the intended use of the information, taking into consideration the potential burden for the patient.

Patient experience measures are also an important aspect of accountable care. Most accountable care payer arrangements (including Medicare) include Clinician and Group or Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) survey results. These can be reported for the population as a whole or for patients covered by the accountable care arrangement only. Integrating these external data presents a challenge since these measures are collected by entities external to the organization and may intentionally be de-identified to protect patients’ privacy.

Registries may also collect information on other factors that affect both outcomes and costs. For example, registries may collect information on interventions, such as interventional radiology procedures, surgeries, and administration of intravenous medications including chemotherapy and physical or occupational therapy. Interventions may also include health coaching, offers of social and financial supports, scheduling follow up visits to ensure certain laboratory results are regularly conducted, medication reconciliation or telephonic or home visits within one week following discharge from an inpatient setting. Information on specific care plans, such as, physical therapy for a certain number of weeks or a schedule of follow up appointments, may also be included in the registries.

Data Sources

One of the challenges in accountable care arrangements is collecting, integrating and normalizing data from other clinical entities that are treating the patient. In some cases, all of the care may be confined to one health system and recorded in a single EHR system so long as patients utilize only those providers or EDs affiliated with the system or accountable care entity. Many patients are also seen in specialty hospitals, urgent care centers, post-acute facilities and pharmacies not affiliated with an accountable care entity or system that uses a common EHR, resulting in a multitude of data sources. Key data primary care data elements can also be found in
non-participating pharmacies and retail health clinics (examples include vaccinations and on-site immediate, non-urgent care) or at opticians (examples include eye exams for patients with diabetes) as well as primary care physician offices. While some facilities with EHRs are becoming part of HIEs so that data can be acquired for patients within a given population, this is not yet the norm, and incorporating key data points from multiple sources into registries is a challenge.

Accountable care registries may also incorporate claims data received from payers such as Medicare and commercial payers. For instance, Bon Secours Medical Group currently operates a separate registry with Medicare claims data for their ACO patients and is evaluating new analytics platforms to combine the data and enable analysis of clinical data from their EHR system in conjunction with claims data. However, these data may not be available until several months after the date of service, making them less useful for both assessing and addressing current risks within the patient population.

**Data Architecture and Models**

Increasingly, data warehousing and business intelligence tools are being adopted by health care organizations. While registries to support accountable care may be separate from an organization-wide data warehouse, registry development can benefit from the expertise within the organization on data acquisition, data transformation, and data storage. Teams that support disease-specific registries that are multi-institutional may also maintain registries for accountable care purposes. Typically, registries for accountable care rely on a standard star (or star-join) schema in a relational database. This database would extract data from multiple sources including payers, practice management systems, clinical information systems and health risk assessments. Subsequently, data would be the normalized and integrated from these multiple sources and then validated. The registry would have a mechanism to add newly eligible patients to the cohort and remove those no longer eligible (for example, patients lost to follow up). The database would require a security scheme conforming to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations so that access to identifiable data is authorized only for providers and staff members with appropriate credentials, for the purposes of clinical decision support. Data governance and information management principles and tools should be implemented to ensure these data are of high quality and fidelity.

In some cases, databases other than a relational database would be indicated. For instance, some business analytics companies are utilizing Not Only Structured Query Language (NoSQL) databases using technology solutions such as, Hadoop, to manage large amounts of data. Other organizations are using technology called Late Binding to enable flexibility in data mapping in development of their architectural models. These architectures offer the ability to house extremely large sets of data in a loosely or unstructured fashion and then leverage coding and queries to build on-the-fly data sets for analysis. The effectiveness of these approaches to data management for accountable care registries will be borne out over time.

**Registry Refinements**

Changes to the registry are required on a periodic basis, especially as individual ACO contracts transition to new contract periods. First, the governance group, typically made up of physicians,
practice managers, payer contract managers, business intelligence experts, and information technology experts, would evaluate the contract changes and the implications for data elements, registry structure, and reports. Funding for the registry must also be evaluated periodically to assess return on investment and projecting when a breakeven point might be reached or if personnel changes are required. Because frequent changes in the registry may be necessary, a flexible architecture for the registry is required with a change management process that can respond to these changes. Close integration with the business intelligence/data warehouse team can enable the registry team to be aware of changes in the EHR and other data sources. As part of responding to frequent changes, a communication and training process should be in place to communicate with end users (providers and care managers). The registry must be built in a manner that makes it flexible to accommodate frequent changes both from a governance and technology standpoint.

Transforming Registry Data into Knowledge

A variety of tools can be employed to transform registry data into knowledge using analytics and CDS for the purposes of managing a patient population. First, basic reports can be generated which provide summary statistics on the patient population stratified by both health and economic (cost) risk factors. Reports can be scheduled to run at pre-determined times or run on demand. Another type of basic report is a patient list report that is populated based on combination of patient characteristics. This could include a list of patients currently part of a given cohort by provider. Lists of patients who no longer qualify for the cohort or are new to the registry could be identified to inform the providers about this change in status. Examples of other reports might include a list of potentially high risk patients and summary statistics on those who have not had a follow up appointment in the past six months or those discharged from acute care within the past 30 days. These list-based reports can then be used for the care team to follow up with patients to address active medical issues.

Quality measures and outcome measures can also be the focus of reports generated using registries. For instance, reports may provide information on how many patients are currently in a numerator or denominator between reporting periods, to gauge how close an organization is to reaching specific quality targets. Cost reports showing expenditures by cohort (e.g., setting, disease, comorbidities, procedures, etc. as recorded in registries) could also be generated to evaluate how an organization is meeting financial targets or where to focus future interventions to improve care, population health, or control expenditures.

Utilizing data from a registry to analyze costs can provide different perspectives on the ability of an accountable care entity to monitor areas of health care expenditures and manage organizational finances. Also, cost avoidance analysis can evaluate whether there is a reduction in unnecessary procedures, duplicate tests, ED visits or few hospitalizations. Opportunity costs are another type of cost report. Efficacy of programmatic interventions can also be derived from these data; for instance, if an organization initiates two chronic care programs aimed at reducing acute care utilization for patients, data contained within the accountable care registry can compare clinical outcome and utilization data to guide the comparison.
Dashboards and Data Visualization

Current business intelligence tools such as dashboards represent an important role in patient management within accountable care arrangements as well as in other contexts. Dashboards are best utilized to examine retrospective or real-time data, some of which can be provided via registries. Besides summary statistics, guided-drill down capabilities are particularly important in being able to visualize data at the practice group level, individual provider level and patient level. This way, providers can compare their performance with others in the group and see their individual performance. In addition, the detailed reports and registries behind dashboards can be used to identify individual patients who are not meeting quality benchmarks. Care coordinators and other support staff may also find dashboard technology valuable. As care plans are usually executed using a team approach, other disciplines like nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and case managers will require an individualized visualization strategy that aligns with their role on the care team.

The timely availability of data also requires real-time or near-real-time reporting. Data must be available as soon as possible to provide for ongoing care planning and identifying new risks that may appear. The challenges of providing real-time data to a registry are considerable. Extract-Transfer-Load (ETL) processes must be designed to not only transfer data from the EHR and other systems but also ensure the reliability and timeliness of the data for continuous use.

As an example, the Cleveland Clinic registry described above provides a data mart that allows providers to see quality measure results. Measure results are available at the enterprise, facility, division, department, and individual provider level. Providers also have access to a central portal where they can examine their own compliance with measures, as well as drill down to detailed lists to determine which patients are out of compliance with specific quality measures. Administrative and clinical leadership can access a dashboard to review more aggregate level reporting across the organization. Self-service analytic tools, which are discussed in the next section, are also available. While it is too early to quantify outcomes associated with registry use, utilization of the data mart and its reporting and visualization tools has been good to date, with many providers regularly using the portal to review their results and identify and close gaps in care.

Self-Service Analytics

Another helpful tool in accountable care arrangements is self-service analytics. Beyond standardized reports and dashboards, the goal of self-service analytics is similar to that of clinical research informatics. Tools that allow self-guided discovery of data within the registry can enable the organizations focusing on accountable care delivery to find novel relationships between data that may influence the design of patient segmentation and risk models and possibly identify factors that affect outcomes.

Predictive Modeling

Moving beyond self-service analytics is the development of predictive models. Utilizing the registry data, new algorithms can be analyzed and tested to identify new risk groups and potential care paths that might improve outcomes. Access to large data sets from the registry can be analyzed by data scientists, either within the organization or through contracted vendors, who
run models, such as Monte Carlo simulations, multiple times to find meaningful predictive models and develop algorithms to be used in CDS. One type of CDS using these algorithms is a clinical risk calculator. Many organizations may not have the ability to create their own predictive models but will utilize existing tools, such as the Framingham Coronary Heart Disease Risk Score and the World Health Organization Fracture Risk Assessment Tool Score as well as those described in the risk stratification section above. These risk calculators, algorithms, and models serve to reduce important decision-influencing clinical care to key data points to identify risk utilizing the registry data. They also can be incorporated into the EHR and care processes. By identifying risk and quality issues within the point of care through EHR technology, care efficiency can be improved and outcomes impacted.

Future Role for Use of Registries in Accountable Care

Structure and Data Needs Are Changing

Registry architecture, functions, and capabilities will evolve as ACOs and other accountable care payment arrangements mature. Since these arrangements are in the early stages of growth and payment models are just beginning to shift, registries supporting them must remain flexible as new types of patient segmentation and algorithms emerge. For instance, MSSPs initially focused on a limited set measures and conditions, but this set almost certainly will be refined and expanded over time to include other chronic disease conditions. In addition to organizations tracking more chronic conditions through registries over time, some organizations are recognizing the value of using other patient segmentation methods; geographic location, in particular, is emerging as an area of interest following a report on especially high cost patients, or ‘super utilizers’.

Standardize Quality Metrics

One major challenge for registries in accountable care is the variation in quality measure definitions. Medicare ACOs largely use the National Quality Forum (NQF) as their basis for quality measures with standardized numerators and denominators well defined. Concurrently, commercial payers may have different quality metrics that do not conform to the NQF clearinghouse of quality measures, but rather are tailored to address the individual payers’ areas of concern. These variations place a substantial financial and logistical burden on provider organizations, and both government payers and commercial payers need to come to consensus on what should be measured to ensure accountable care. This consensus would simplify the management of registries by requiring a more limited set of common data elements. Standardizing metrics could also support care coordination. When a team working with a specific population has consensus on the targeted quality metrics, all can be working toward the same goals rather than disparate purposes.

Two entities working on quality metric harmonization are the National Quality Forum’s Measure Applications Partnership and CheckQM, a private measure harmonization effort. In addition, NCQA now has an accreditation program to measure ACO performance. Specifically, NCQA requests reports on core performance and patient experience measures to determine if ACOs are “integrating and using data to provide high quality, well-coordinated, patient-centered care and identify where [they] can improve quality and efficiency.” These measures include Healthcare
Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) measures and metrics for all age groups, including children and efficiency measures and patient surveys. NCQA also addresses the issue of patient attribution; that is, showing results of only patients covered, either those covered by a specific contract or those who receive 50 percent or more of their care from the provider organization. While these efforts are in their early stages, they are intended to help to simplify the number of and incongruities between measures including those from Medicare and commercial accountable care arrangements.

Best Practices and Innovation in Registries

Successful models and best practices for use of registries in accountable care will emerge as ACOs and other forms of value-based health care delivery evolve. Along with best practices in care paths, best practices in the use of registries must also be documented and be modified to address unique factors associated with given populations, systems, and cultures. Data management is key to the success of identifying patients at risk, supporting care models and report quality outcomes for any organization focusing on delivering accountable care. These early successful registries within these organizations, such as Medicare Pioneer ACOs, will become the basis for best practices in data management and use.

Beyond best practices, this early phase of development for registries in accountable care will promote innovation in data management as well as care models and outcome measurement. The data from registries needs to be available at the point of care through creative visualizations, on mobile devices and integrated into standardized care algorithms and EHRs. Several EHR and analytics companies are developing solutions for each of these innovations. Data visualization in healthcare is advancing rapidly and will become one of the major innovations in displaying registry data in ways that provide optimal CDS.

Learning communities are beginning to develop around best practices for ACOs. Examples include the Patient Centered Primary Care Collaborative (www.pcpcc.org) and the ACO Learning Network (http://www.acolearningnetwork.org/), which has a workgroup on Effectively Integrating and Using Health IT. These communities can help new or struggling ACOs learn best practices from those with established and successful registries.

Policy and Research Implications

There are significant policy implications for registry development such as House Resolution 5214 (H.R.5214): “To require the Secretary of Health and Human Services to provide for recommendations for the development and use of clinical data registries for the improvement of patient care.” Policy can also drive the standardization of quality measures noted above. The recent report authored by JASON, an independent group of scientists that advises the Federal government on matters of science and technology, for the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC), provides additional support for data standardization in interoperability which could enable organizations using accountable care registries to acquire and standardize data more routinely. A recent JASON report indicated that to provide a path toward realizing the promise of a robust health data infrastructure, a unifying health information technology (HIT) software architecture must be developed that adheres to core principles, such as, “use public APIs [application programming interfaces] and open standards, interfaces, and protocols, include with
the data the corresponding metadata, context, and provenance information, and represent the data as atomic data with associated metadata”.

There are also research implications for use of accountable care registries. Data mining of clinical data is a growing enterprise, particularly in academic medical centers. This data mining can lead to new predictive models and algorithms to understand difficult challenges, such as how to prevent readmissions in congestive heart failure patients or which patients are most at risk for an ED visit and what factors might prevent these high cost utilization. Clinical research informatics can also contribute to better measurement of outcomes including those that are patient-reported. Research can facilitate intervention design and make recommendations on how to improve interventions or how new interventions, such as telemedicine, influence the outcomes of patients and healthy populations in accountable care arrangements. ACO registries can also be used for rapid cycle patient-oriented outcomes research, efforts that are supported by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute.

While the use of these data for research purposes offers much potential, it should be noted that research activities might introduce the need for ethical review. Accountable care registries generally fit under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act definition of health care operations. When research studies are introduced, questions may arise as to whether the study falls under the Common Rule (federal policy on the protection of human subjects), and whether informed consent is required. This issue has been explored at length with regard to quality improvement registries. Further details are provided in the chapter on “Quality Improvement Registries” in the AHRQ registries guide.

**Conclusion**

Registries are a vital element in the management and success of organizations seeking to shift toward value-based health care delivery by being accountable not only for controlling medical costs but also for improving quality and population health. Without careful data management, organizations will lack the tools to report on high risk patients and quality outcomes. The proper implementation of a registry that includes the appropriate and validated data elements provides a platform for development of reports, dashboards, and visualizations to impact clinical decision support.

Since organizations striving to be accountable for population health are in their infancy, a centralized repository of registry models, including those that are proprietary, would help to advance the shift toward value-based health care delivery. In addition, movement toward consensus on the necessary quality metrics to support accountable care, and development of standardized data elements as a foundation for these quality metrics, are critical steps to support the aggregation of registry data and national benchmarking, which is essential for understanding value. The sharing of algorithms and predictive models through academic publications and open-source software promotion will also aid in the achievement of the three aims of accountable care payment models – improving patient experiences and population health and while at the same time controlling per capita health care costs.
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